The objective of this paper is to show an explicit formula for Double Moving Average chart of Zero Inflated Binomial process (DMAZIB). The ARL is a traditional measurement of control chart's performance, the expected number of observations taken from an in-control process until the control chart falsely signals out-of-control is denoted by 0 ARL . An 0 ARL will be regarded as acceptable if it is large enough to keep the level of false alarms at an acceptable level. A second common characteristic is the expected number of observations taken from an out-of-control process until the control chart signals that the process is out-of-control is denoted by 1 ARL . Especially, the explicit analytical formulas for evaluating 0 ARL and 1 ARL be able to get a set of optimal parameters which depend on width of double moving average ( w ) and width of control limit ( k ) for designing DMAZIB chart with minimum of 1 ARL .
engineering is the occurrence of a large number of zero failures is called rare health events (see in [4] , [5] ) thus the standard attribute control charts are not very relevant nor effective, due to the occurrence of an excessive number of zeros in the data. According to [4] , this excess in zeros results in an over-dispersed distribution and in the under-estimation of process parameters. Therefore, the ordinary p and np charts cannot be efficiently used due to an increased rate of false alarms and, consequently, the development of control charts under a more appropriate probability model is necessary. Therefore some alternative models should be developed. The np chart is widely used to monitor processes with binomial counts. However, as binomial distribution tend to underestimate the mean and variability of the zero-inflated count, the resulting attribute charts have tighter control limits which subsequently lead to a higher false alarm rate in detecting out-of-control signals. This model can be based on Zero Inflation Binomial (ZIB) distribution. The excess number of zeros in binomial count can also be found in the biological control of pests. Furthermore, the explicit formulas for computing the 0 ARL and 1 ARL when the weighted moving average ( w ) equal to 1 and 2 were proposed by [6] . Consequently, the explicit formulas of arbitrary the values of w when observations are binomial distribution also submitted in [7] . In this paper, the explicit analytical formulas for evaluating 0 ARL and 1 ARL DMA chart for Zero Inflation Binomial (ZIB) distribution and a set of optimal parameters which depend on a width of the moving average ( w ) and width of control limit ( k ) for designing DMA chart with minimum of 1 ARL are presented. 
Methodology
where  is a probability of extra zeros interpreted as the probability that the site is unoccupied and p is a probability of detection at a single visit given that a site is occupied. For the above distribution, mean and variance of number of non conforming can be calculated by 
The 3 upper and lower control limits are as the following
where H is width of control limit. The alarm time for the MAZIB procedure is given by 
The DMA chart for Zero-Inflated Binomial distribution is so-called DMAZIB chart which the mean of DMAZIB for all period is     
where  is the width of the DMAZIB chart. The 3 upper and lower control limits are as the following 
is denoted that process is in-control state and k is width of control limit. The alarm time for the DMAZIB procedure is given by
The ARL values of DMAZIB control chart can be derived as follows:
.
ii jj
The solution can be obtained by central limit theorem, and then the explicit formula of 
and the explicit formula of 1 ARL of DMA ZIB for a width of control limit H, can therefore be written as follows: 
(1 ) 
We first describe a procedure for obtaining optimal designs for DMAZIB chart. The criterion used for choosing optimal values for is the width of the double moving average chart (w) and width of control limit 
Numerical Results
In this section, the numerical results for 0 ARL and 1 ARL for a DMAZIB chart were calculated from Equation (1) and Equation (2) as shown in Table 1 
Conclusions
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Using the explicit formulas, we have been able to provide tables for the width of the double moving average chart ( w ) and width of control limit ( k ) and minimum 1 ARL for Double Moving Average chart of Zero Inflated Binomial process (DMAZIB). 
